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INTRODUCTION
What is continuous,
touchless planning?
Continuous,
touchless planning is
a self-governing, selfoptimizing process
that leverages
intelligent automation
applications and big
data to improve the
speed at which plans
are created, reviewed,
and adapted in
response to real-time
changes in demand
and supply.

H O W CO N S U M E R - P R O D U C T S O R G A N I Z AT I O N S
C A N E N A B L E A M O D E R N S U P P LY - VA L U E
N E T W O R K T H R O U G H N E X T- G E N E R AT I O N
DEM A ND A ND PL A NNING C A PA BILITIE S
In our recent paper, The death of
the supply chain, we explored how
evolving consumer behaviors and
market dynamics have challenged the
very identity of the traditional supply
chain. Once a rigid, linear flow, today’s
supply chain is not a chain at all but
rather a flexible, agile value network
designed to deliver instant choice and
hyper-personalization across a variety of
fulfillment channels and an expanding
range of digital enablers.
The establishment of a supply-value
network calls into question virtually
every aspect of the organization’s
strategy and operations, with planning
chief among them. To enable the speed,
flexibility, and scalability critical to
the digital world, organizations must
adapt planning processes and systems
to allow for continuous updates,
constant testing of plan validity and,
when necessary, automatic re-planning.
We call this capability continuous,

touchless planning – a self-governing,
self-optimizing process that leverages
intelligent automation applications
and big data to increase the speed at
which plans are created, reviewed,
and adapted in response to real-time
changes in demand and supply.
This capability is especially important for
consumer-products organizations, which
are experiencing an unprecedented
level of market volatility as a result
of changing consumer expectations
and an onslaught of new competitors.
In this evolving landscape, improved
predictability and responsiveness in
planning can create immense value,
realized through increased process and
organizational efficiency as well as plan
effectiveness, all of which drive better
outcomes for the supply chain and
wider business.

The needs and
expectations of
today’s connected
consumer necessitates
a shift from
a traditional supply
chain to a modern
supply-value
network.”
Hein Regeer

Principal, Capgemini Invent
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PA RT ONE :
T H E VA LU E OF CON T I N UOUS ,
TOUCHLE SS PL ANNING
Shifting from a traditional supply chain
to a supply-value network enables
growth, optimizes operations, and
improves service, while reducing costs
and working capital. At the same time,
this new model introduces greater
levels of complexity, as organizations
must now manage the flow of
materials, products, and data between
and among a growing number of
ecosystem partners – all of which must
be coordinated to maintain stability in
the network.
The challenge then for consumerproducts organizations is not to
simply produce goods quickly and
cost-effectively, but to anticipate
any number of demand and supply
variables that could impact the balance
in the supply value network – from
a shortage of raw materials to changes
in demand to rising fuel costs – and
proactively address them.
As the name implies, continuous,
touchless planning leverages datadriven intelligent automation
applications, such as artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML), to enable ongoing planning
capabilities and automated responses
to pre-determined scenarios. These
capabilities enable shorter planning
cycles as well as the ability to respond
more quickly when necessary to
demand and supply dynamics. Perhaps
more importantly, the system can
be trained to distinguish between
inconsequential shifts and situations
that require re-planning. Thus,
a continuous, touchless system isn’t
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just fast, but smart – focusing planners
only on matters of consequence.
“Unnecessary re-planning
introduces instability within the
supply network, which is why it is
critical to differentiate between
supply and demand changes that can
be absorbed within the prevailing
plan and situations that require
intervention,” explains Shaun
Cheyne, Principal at Capgemini
Invent. “We help businesses shift
to a daily planning cycle that
continuously assesses whether
there is a need to re-plan based on
actual market demand and supply
side performance.”
Thinking about planning in this way,
the business works toward a live
environment where responses are
not dictated by individual planner
preferences but instead actual
data and continuously improving
algorithms. At the most advanced
level, the system can be self-correcting,
self-improving, and self-optimizing.
“With continuous, touchless
planning, the business is more likely
to get results that are driven by
the correct attributes, as opposed
to the information at hand,” adds
Peter Tacken, Managing Consultant
at Capgemini Invent. “With
autonomous planning, the business
is no longer limited by internal
processes, personal subjectivity, or
the information at hand. It is now
able to unleash the power of data to
drive insights and better outcomes.”

With autonomous
planning, the business
is no longer limited
by internal processes,
personal subjectivity,
or the information at
hand.”
Peter Tacken

Managing Consultant,
Capgemini Invent

Unnecessary
re-planning introduces
instability within the
supply network, which
is why it is critical to
differentiate between
supply and demand
changes that can be
absorbed within the
prevailing plan and
situations that require
intervention.”
Shaun Cheyne

Principal, Capgemini Invent

TRADITIONAL DEMAND PLANNING VS.
T O TA L- D E M A N D F O R E C A S T I N G
In the past, demand plans were prepared using a two-step process that employed historical sales to create a baseline forecast
that was then overlaid with known future events, such as promotions. While helpful, this approach required significant manual
intervention and was limited by the processing speed and accuracy of people within the planning organization, and the pressure
of sales targets often influenced the overlay input. As a result, the business achieved relatively low levels of forecast accuracy,
typically in the 50 to 60 percent range.
Leading organizations deploy total-demand forecasting, which is a cornerstone of a continuous, touchless planning capability.
Total-demand forecasting uses AI and ML to recognize historical patterns, select best-fit statistical models, and draw on a variety
of inputs and forward-looking variables, such as promotional grids, sell-out data, and environmental factors, to create more
accurate demand forecasts with less manual effort.

Traditional demand-planning inputs
Performance data
• Historical sales data
(in-store and digital
channels)
• Existing purchase orders

Characteristics
• Sequential baseline
followed by promotional
overlays
• Significant manual effort
• Forecast accuracy often
destroyed through
inconsistent human
intervention and errors
• Longer lead times for
forecasting

Total-demand forecasting
Customer
and consumer data
• Historical sales and existing
purchase orders
• Customer sell-out data
• Biographical and
demographic data
• Behavioral data (in-store
and online)
• Environmental sensing
(e.g., social-media activity,
events, weather)

Characteristics
• Multiple-variable models
capable of single-step
demand-forecast creation
• Pattern recognition
• Consistency and learning
• Algorithm driven
• Low human input
• Shorter lead times for
forecasting
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E S TA B L I S H I N G A F O U N DAT I O N F O R
N E X T- G E N E R AT I O N CO N T I N U O U S ,
TOUCHLE S S - PL A NNING C A PA BILIT Y
Developing an autonomous planning capability and self-driving supplyvalue network is an important long-term goal for every consumerproducts organization. To realize this vision, organizations must focus on
establishing the following foundations within the business:

1. Data integrity
Enabling a touchless planning
capability requires the organization
to create and standardize robust data
collection and analysis capabilities
that will inform the planning system.
Many organizations need to reconsider
their technological capabilities, as
well as their organizational processes,
structure, and workforce skills, in order
to enable this function.
2. Data operations
As part of this process, some
organization may need to digitize
operations, equipping the entirety of
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the supplier ecosystem with sensors
that provide near real-time feedback
to the planning systems on various
issues, such as production capacity and
material availability.
3. Current planning
Finally, the organization will need to
enable concurrent planning systems,
linking demand and supply systems
into a single view and bringing
these functions together within the
organization. The rule set will need
to be defined and mapped into these
systems, thus automating recurring
or routine tasks according to program
settings and scenario planning.

“While this process is by no means
simple, it holds extraordinary
promise for consumer-products
organizations,” notes Hein
Regeer, Principal at Capgemini
Invent. “Further, it is important
to remember that digitization
is the way of the future. Those
organizations that resist evolution
risk losing market share to
competitors – ground that may be
impossible to regain in the future.”

CONTINUOUS, TOUCHLESS PL ANNING:
BENEFITS AND OUTCOMES
The benefits of continuous, touchless planning fall into two main categories: one, planning
effectiveness as achieved through better synchronization of supply and demand; and two,
process and organizational efficiencies, as realized through enhanced speed and automation.

Traditional demand-planning inputs
Higher forecast accuracy and lower bias
1.
2.

Effectiveness

Use of machine learning to recognize and extrapolate patterns in
demand
Combine traditional data, as well as new data sources, to greatly
improve plan accuracy and reduce forecast bias

Synchronization of supply with demand
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enable scientific inventory norm setting
Optimize key planning parameters such as factory run strategies
Create prescriptive scenario modelling to minimize plan changes
(only when necessary)
Influence planner behavioral change by building trust in the system
Track and progressively eliminate “touches” through root-cause
analysis
Optimize the use safety stock

Elimination of low-value activities (e.g., manual forecast overlays on
certain SKUs)
Automation of repetitive, low-value tasks, freeing the workforce to
focus on higher-value work

Efficiency

Consolidation of planning activities into higher skill and lower-cost salary
arbitrage and scale efficiencies
Enhanced visibility enables better workforce scheduling and allocation,
helping the business reduce overtime costs and related expenses
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S u p p l y C h ai n M e t r i c s

Traditional demand-planning inputs

Service

• Improvement in service, including
on-time in-full (OTIF) delivery and
on-shelf availability

A v ai l a b i l i t y ( O S A )

The combined
effects of better
forecast accuracy and
synchronization of
supply with demand
drives better planning
and a more stable
supply chain, leading
to additional benefits
in cost, cash, and
service.

• Lower operational factory costs due
to higher capacity utilization, less
overtime, and less use of third-party
overflow capacity

Inventory

• Lower logistics costs due to less
overtime and more predictable
transport requirements, which
leads to better lane rates and less
expediting

Manufacturing
Eﬃciency (OEE)

Transportation
Cost
• Lower safety-stock requirement

People Cost

• More stable signals to suppliers

Supplier Demand
Stability

Business Value

Revenue
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Cost

Cash

2019.07
2019.09
2019.11

2019.07

2019.09

2019.11

2018.45

2018.43

2019.05

0
2019.03

2

2019.05

4

2019.03

6
2019.01

8

2019.01

10
2018.51

12

2018.51

14
2018.49

16

2018.49

18
2018.47

Demand

2018.47

2018.45

2018.43

Inventory
2018.41

2018.39

2018.37

2018.35

Inventory

2018.41

2018.39

2018.37

2018.35

Production
2018.33

2018.31

2018.29

2018.27

Production

2018.33

2018.31

2018.29

2018.27

20
2018.25

2018.23

2018.21

2018.19

2018.17

2018.15

2018.13

2018.11

2018.09

Unit quantity: Thousands

TRADITIONAL
PLANNING METHOD
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INTEGRATED SUPPLY AND
DEMAND PLANNING

S Y N C H R O N I Z AT I O N
O F D E M A N D A N D S U P P LY

By linking supply and demand within a continuous, touchless planning
system, the business is able to maintain the current service level with
a lower inventory.
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T H E I M P O R TA N C E
O F C U LT U R E A N D V I S I O N
By linking supply and demand within a continuous, touchless planning
system, the business is able to maintain the current service level with
a lower inventory.

As the planning function changes,
so too will the role of the demand
planner. Increased automation of
traditional operations will cause many
of these positions to focus less on
transactional tasks and more on the
overarching business strategy. As
a result, the profile of the demand
planner is likely to rise within the
organization, shifting from a functionbased resource to a business partner
working in collaboration with other
disciplines. This transition implies
the need for some professionals to
level-up skills and expertise as they will
be expected to serve both the business
and the customer through a range of
advanced production and planning
systems and emerging automation and
AI solutions.
Further, the cultural aspect of
organizational change can never be
understated. That is most certainly
the case with continuous, touchless
planning, as it has direct impact on the
day-to-day activities of highly skilled
people within the organization and will
disrupt virtually every function within
the business.
“When you’re addressing the ‘segment
of one’ – the idea that consumerproducts organizations are increasingly
expected to design, plan, produce,
and deliver one specific product to
one specific consumer – demand
planning assumes even greater
importance,” explains Jörg Junghanns,
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Vice President Europe, Digital Supply
Chain, Capgemini. “Planning is no
longer merely a fulfillment function.
In this landscape, demand planning is
a growth enabler, which is why now,
more than ever, the role of the demand
planner is so vital and evolving so
rapidly.”
“Any time there is an impact on jobs
and human activities, the business will
face questions or concerns from the
workforce,” explains Regeer. “When
shifting to a continuous, touchless
planning system, it’s important for
leadership to communicate the vision
for the company and to demonstrate
how people within the organization
can benefit by developing skills that
are complementary to an increasingly
automated environment.”
It is important to keep in mind that
evolution, by its very nature, is
intended to enable higher levels of
performance. In much the same way,
continuous, touchless planning will not
simply eliminate tasks but also create
new, more valuable forms of work. It
is crucial that leadership communicate
this point and a corresponding
reallocation strategy to ensure the
workforce remains engaged, positive,
and invested in business goals.

In this landscape,
demand planning is a
growth enabler, which
is why now, more than
ever, the role of the
demand planner is so
vital and evolving so
rapidly.”
Jörg Junghanns

Vice President Europe, Digital
Supply Chain, Capgemini

PA RT T WO:
T HE C A P G E MINI
A PPROACH TO
CON T INUOUS ,
TOUCHL E S S PL A NNING
Continuous, touchless planning is designed to help consumerproducts organizations create a sustainable competitive advantage
in today’s digital world. Capgemini’s Supply Chain Planning Center
of Excellence (CoE) leverages intelligent automation to drive a step
change in planning effectiveness and efficiency.

Traditional demand-planning inputs
CPG supply-value network
planning expertise
• Network of 3,000 global
supply-value network
professionals
• Deep understanding of
planning processes for CPG
• Operate planning for some
of the world’s leading CPG
brands
• Keen awareness of how
planning processes
integrate within end-to-end
CPG processes, including
category management,
product development,
supply-chain execution,
commerce, and analytics

Business services

Alliances and partnerships

• Relationships with
• Support core planning
academic institutions to
operations, including
drive industry innovation
demand, supply, inventory
and research
and operations planning
• Alliance partnerships with
• Build and implement
all major planning software
automation capabilities
vendors
that enable the planning
• Active relationships with
system to act with limited
high-potential start-ups to
human evaluation and
revolutionize the planning
decision input
software industry
• Support scenario building
to evaluate and fix demand/
supply imbalances
• Develop and maintain
a comprehensive data
strategy; ensure the
proper application of data
throughout all planning
operations
• Maintain a stable execution
plan

Innovative commercial
model
• Propositions designed
with sustainability and
optimization in mind for
both parties
• Commitment to business
outcomes
• Joint ownership of risk and
change
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CAPGEMINI’S CONTINUOUS,
TOUCHLESS PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Capgemini’s approach to continuous, touchless planning provides a framework for organizations
to develop and deploy capabilities and processes across the business that will enable new levels
of speed, accuracy, and responsiveness. As the name implies, our continuous, touchless planning
framework is cyclical in nature and designed to help the organization constantly evaluate supply
and demand within the context of the current plan. The process is completed daily, allowing the
organization to identify and respond to issues and opportunities in near real-time.

5

Support
components

2

C o g n it i v e
o r c h e s t r a t io n l ay e r

1

3

Aggregate
p l a n n in g l a y e r

A n al y t i c s

F o r e c as t s

Promotions
D e t a il e d
p l a n n in g l a y e r
New
products

4

E xe c u t io n s y s t e m
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1.

Aggregate planning layer

• Support core planning functions,
including demand, supply, and
inventory planning
• Support scenario building to
evaluate and fix demand/supply
imbalances; capability could be
orchestrated to act automatically
with limited human evaluation and
decision input
• Maintain a stable execution plan
2.

Cognitive orchestration layer

• Intercept events, including changes
in demand, capability, or material
availability within the ecosystem
• Qualify and evaluate events
using machine-learned or
rule-based models that drive
predictive, prescriptive, or
action-based outcomes
• Orchestrate across systems
and planners
3.

Detailed planning layer

• Support material-requirement
planning (MRP) and detailed
scheduling for optimized
production runs
• Adopt updates from aggregate
planning in finite cycles for
detailed planning
4. Execution system

We work with clients to bring
together processes, technology,
and people to help establish
the foundation of the supplyvalue network,” explains Anil
Das, Managing Applications
Consultant at Capgemini. “Our
approach to continuous, touchless
planning enables organizations to
leverage near real-time insights
about changes in demand,
supply capability, and material
availability to manage day-today operations.”
“The day-to-day operation of the
continuous, touchless planning
solution is critically important,”
agrees Junghanns. “While we
often help businesses build these
capabilities internally, Capgemini
can also construct, manage, and
run the system. We work with
our partners to determine the
right approach as it relates to
technology, processes, people,
and operations.”

We work with clients
to bring together
processes, technology,
and people to
help establish
the foundation of
the supply-value
network.”
Anil Das

Managing Applications
Consultant at Capgemini

• Support execution of
procurement, production, and
inventory-management planning
5.

Support components

• Analytics, including advanced
capabilities that enable predictive
and prescriptive modeling
• Forecasts, which rely on
advanced AI/ML models and
utilize varied inputs to assimilate
demand drivers and anticipate
high-fluctuation periods
• Promotions, which will vary by
organization and may include
trade-promotion management
and optimization
• New products planning
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G E T T I N G S TA R T E D : B U I L D I N G A C O N T I N U O U S ,
TOUCHLE S S PL A NNING C A PA BILIT Y
While every organization’s journey to continuous, touchless planning will
be unique, below are initial steps that will guide the transformation of the
planning capability.

1. Create a vision

2. Establish a solid foundation

3. Focus on touchless demand forecasting

• Determine organizational goals, timeline, and budget
• Identify an executive sponsor and champion
• Master data, inventory-record accuracy, operational
disciplines, schedule adherence, and supplier reliability
• Assess these areas and launch an enablement program to
close gaps and eliminate organizational silos
• Identify the SKUs that can be forecast through historical
pattern recognition
• Phase in touchless planning operations with these SKUs to
gain confidence of wider business stakeholders
• Expand the touchless SKU portfolio by introducing
multiple-variable forecasting techniques

• Measure system touches, track root causes, and
systematically eliminate underlying reasons for touches
4. Optimize system parameters and instill trust in
•
Develop an optimal, executable plan accepted by
system-generated plans
Operations

5. Stabilize operations

• Foster collaboration between Planning and Operations to
create and execute plans
• Constantly update systems when plans are not adopted

6. Move to a more frequent planning cycle

• Develop and deploy new system capabilities, such as rapid
scenario modelling
• Move to a daily planning cycle to be more responsive when
and only when response is needed

7. Implement the new planning operating model

• Determine who will own the operation of the solution
• Ensure the right talent is available to ramp up an effective
planning function
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C A SE S TUDY: CONTINUOUS ,
TOUCHLESS PL ANNING IN ACTION
While every organization’s journey to continuous, touchless planning will
be unique, below are initial steps that will guide the transformation of the
planning capability.
1.

Driving process efficiencies
through automation of routine
tasks and elimination of process
waste and non-value-adding
activities

2.

Moving core planning activities
into an above-market hub for
supply-chain planning to achieve
further efficiencies through
scale, as well as concentrating
capabilities for better planning
outcomes

3.

Leveraging next-generation
planning technologies to drive
continuous, touchless planning
(e.g. total demand forecasting
with ML and concurrent planning).

Our team then focused on the area of
total-demand forecasting. Through
segmentation analysis, we identified
the subset of SKUs within the portfolio
for the first wave of total-demand
forecasting. We then ran a parallel

test over three months, during which
we measured the accuracy of each
tool and the existing manual demand
planning process.
Our process generated positive results
across almost all SKU types. Key
metrics of the continuous, touchless
planning capability include:
• Improvement in demand-forecast
accuracy by 10 to 15 percentage
points, as compared to the
traditional planning process
• Improved forecast accuracy by
four percent for one SKU category,
representing nearly 40 percent of
total units
• Anticipated accuracy improvements
as the selected ML tool continues to
ingest promotion and sell-out data.

Capgemini is now in the process of
executing the first phase of a multistep rollout plan. The initial launch
period, which commenced in the
first quarter of 2020, will apply the
continuous, touchless planning
capability to 60 percent of SKUs.
During this time, we will manage the
development, execution, and oversight
of the tool and provide changemanagement support.
While initial program results are
quite encouraging, we anticipate that
additional efficiencies and cost savings
will be realized as the planning tool
becomes more accurate over time. As
part of our ongoing engagement, we
will work closely with the client team
to ensure the data strategy enables the
highest level of performance.

CONCLUSION
For many consumer-products
organizations, continuous, touchless
planning will be a significant
departure from the existing planning
processes and systems. It will require
fundamental changes to virtually
every aspect of the current planning
procedure, from strategy and process
design to technology and human
capital. The entire process may prove
disruptive – and yet, we argue that is
precisely the point.

Continuous, touchless planning
matches the tone and tenor of the
market. It equips organizations with
the ability to monitor rapidly changing
market dynamics, anticipate changes
within the supply-value network and
differentiate between an event of
little consequence and one in need
of a response. In this way, we see
continuous, touchless planning not as
a capability worth considering, but as
the only approach suited for today’s
digital landscape.
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